
Location 2:
 

Milan, Italy
ICONIC VIP TOURS



The second part of the cipher is located inside the Convent of Santa Maria
delle Grazie in Milan, Italy.



At the entrance you meet 3 monks. They are happy to give you the
directions to the painting. However, as per tradition, to ensure that
you are worthy , they have arranged a cunning system:



One always tells
the truth,

The other always
tells lies,

The third changes
according to his
whim.CLUE1: THE MONKS



The first said:" I am not the
truthful one".
The second said: "And I am not
the liar".
The third said," And I am not
fickle".

To know where to go, you ask them
for directions and they answer:

Which monk must you ask for the
directions ?

CLUE1: THE MONKS



The Answer



You receive a message
from HQ. They have
discover the identity of
the secret society which
is threatening the 
 cryptologist, Marcello
Gigno. Decipher the
following riddle to open
the message:CLUE2: THE MESSAGE



 'Give him food and he
shall thrive. Give him
water and he shall
perish.'

  What is it?CLUE 2: 
THE MESSAGE



The Answer



The secret organization is called ' The Illuminati'. The society's goals is
to oppose superstition, obscurantism, religious influence over public
life, and abuses of state power. The message says that they has sent a
spy to follow your every movement.



 You finally arrive in front of the
masterpiece, 'The Last Supper'. 

The painting represents the scene of
the Last Supper of Jesus with his
apostles, as it is told in the Gospel
of John, 13:21.

 Leonardo has depicted the
consternation that occurred among
the Twelve Apostles when Jesus
announced that one of them would
betray him.

  

THE LAST SUPPER



You find the second part of the cipher. Now you need to discover the
name of the third masterpiece to know where to go next. The
following riddle will give you a clue:



 'What belongs to
you, but other
people use it more
than you?'

  

CLUE 3: 
THE 3RD MASTERPIECE



The Answer



Congratulations!
You are done at this location!

You will shortly receive the link to access  
the mission files for the next location.


